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ABSfRACf 

This paper is concerned with interpolation between two 
objects defined using a faceted representation. The interpolation 
function is not examined, but the paper emphasizes the problem 
of correspondance between the two given key drawings. The 
problem is much more complex than interpolation between line 
drawings, because the two key drawings generally have a 
different total number of vertices, a different total number of 
facets and corresponding facets have a different number of 
vertices. A general algorithm is proposed based on a criterion of 
minimal dynamic displacement. There are numerous applications 
of the method: simulation of biological evolution, animation, 
portrait-robots. 

RESUME 

Cet article traite du probleme de I'interpolation entre deux 
objets definis avec une representation en facettes. La fonction 
d'interpolation n'est pas examinee; par contre, la correspondance 
entre les deux objets est etudie en detail. C'est un probleme 
beaucoup plus complexe que !'interpolation entre des des sins en 
!ignes, car les deux objets ont generalement un nombre different 
de sommets, de facettes et les facettes correspondantes n'ont pas 
le meme nombre de sommets. Un algorithme general est 
propose; il est base sur un critere de deplacement minimal 
dynamique. Les applications de la methode sont tres 
nombreuses: simulation d'evolution biologique, animation, 
portraits-robots. 

KEYWORDS: Computer animation, Facets, Keyframe, 
Interpolation, Centroids 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Image-keyframe animation consists of the automatic generation 
of intermediate frames, called inbetweens, based on a set of key
frames supplied by the animator. The inbetweens are obtained 
by interpolating the keyframe images themselves. This technique 
is called image-based keyframe animation by Steketee and 
Badler (1985) and shape interpolation by Zeltzer (1985). The 
technique may be defined as follows: two key-frames are given 
in advance in 3D; the method consists of producing a series of 
inbetween images in such a way that the degree of the 
transformation is controlled by a real parameter varying from 0 
to 1, as shown in Fig. 1. 

Fig.l An interpolation 

In two-dimensions, the technique was introduced in 1971 by 
Burtnyk and Wein. Their algorithm may be easily extended to 
three-dimensional linedrawings . However, the linear 
interpolation algorithm produces undesirable effects, such as 
lack of smoothness in motion, discontinuities in the speed of 
motion and distortions in rotations. Alternate methods have been 
proposed by Burtnyk and Wein (1976), Reeves (1981), 
Kochanek and Bartels (1984). However, according to Stekettee 
and Badler (1985), there is no totally satisfactory solution to the 
deviations between the interpolated image and the object being 
modeled. 

We are concerned in this paper with interpolation between 
two objects defined using a faceted representation. We do not 
discuss the interpolation function, but emphasize the problem of 
correspondance between the two given key drawings. The 
problem is much more complex than interpolation between line 
drawings, because the two key drawings generally have a 
different total number of vertices, a different total number of 
facets and corresponding facets have a different number of 
vertices. 

2. NOTATION 

We call figure ~, a finite set of right-oriented polygonal facets: 

~ = { <Pi, Ni>; i=l, m} 

Each facet Pi is defined as Pi = {Sij; j = 1, nil where Sij are 
the vertices; Ni is the normal to the facet Pi. 

Consider two figures ~ S and ~ D for which we wish to 
generate an inbetween figure ~ I with a degree of 

transformation controlled by the real parameter AE [0,1] . The 
notation used in the paper is summarized in Table 1. 

~ s source key figure (S: source) 
~ D destination key drawing (D: destination) 

~ I inbetween drawing (I: inbetween) 

Ns number offacets of ~ S 

ND number of facets of ~ D 

NSi number of vertices of the i-th facet of ~ S 

NDj number of vertices of the j-th facet of ~ D 

Sik k-th vertex of the i-th facet of ~ S 

Djk k-th vertex of the j-th facet of ~ D 

Es set of vertices of ~ S 

ED set of vertices of ~ D 

PSi i-th facet of ~ S 

PDj j-th facet of ~ D 
PIk k-th facet of ~I 

CSi centroid of the i-th facet of ~ S 
CDi centroid of the j-th facet of ~ D 

Table 1: Symbols and notation 
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For example. in Fig.l. we have: 

ES = {St. S2. S3. S4. Ss. S6. S7. Ss} 

EO = {Dt • D2• D3• D4• Ds} 

The problem first consists of establishing a logical 
correspondanc!,( PDj = f(PSi) between the facets of ~ S and ~ D; 
second a correspondance must be found between vertices Djk = 

CP(Slb) deriving from facets PSi) and PDj. and finally the 

inbetween figure ~ I has to be constructed: the vertices of the i
th facet of ~ I are computed as: 

Bib = Sib + A. (cp(Sib) - Sib) 

where Sib E PSi. Djk = CP(Slh) E PDj 

PDj = f (PSi) and A. E [0,1] 

As both figures do not generally have the same number of 
facets and/or vertices. a "logical correspondance" must be 
found. By denoting these facets (or vertices) by {Xi; i=l.m} for 

~ sand {Yj; i=l .n} for ~ D and assuming ~n. we define as a 
"logical correspondence" a technique which 

- selects the n most representative elements XI'. X2' .... Xn' 
of the m elements of {Xd to be transformed into Yj; j=l .n. 
when A.~ 1. The n elements {Xi'} which are transformed 
into n elements {Yj} are called the main elements 

- makes the (m-n) remaining elements of (XiJ gradually 

disappear as A.~ 1. These (m-n) remaining elements are 
called extra-elements. 

Note that the spatial position of a facet is described by its 

centroid; it means that CSi = -NI . NfiSik will represent the i-th 
SI k=1 

1 NO ' 
facet of ~ S and COj = -N , I.l>jk will represent the i-th facet 

DJ k=1 

Of~D 

This is a reasonable approach. because the way of 
numbering vertices and facets may vary. Sometimes the surface 
of the objects will experience distorsions. However. this is 
tolerable in any application when connectivity between facets is 
still satisfied for the inbetween figures. 

3. THE ALGORfTIIM 

The algorithm works as follows: 

heck whether Ns ~ No. therwlse reverse the roles 

of7s and 70. 

I Step 2 Perform a correspondance between facets 

2.1) Normalize the two sets of centroids (CsiJ and {COj} as 
described in Section 4.1. Normalizing in this paper means 
translation + scale before dealing with the correspondence 
of points. 

2.2) Find the ND most representative points of the NS elements 
of {CsiJ and make them correspond with the points of 
{COj} using the technique of dynamic minimization of 

distance described in Section 4.2. This means finding a 
subset {C'SI .... } C {Csd and a bijective function fl such 
that: 
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fl : (C'sd ~ {CDj} ij=l.n 

C'SI ~ fl (C'Si) 

2.3) Find a mapping between the NS-ND remaining elements of 
(CSi) and those of (CDj) using the technique of image by 
neighborhood (see Section 4.3). This means finding a 
mapping f2 such that: 

f2: ({Csd{C'sd ~ (CDjl 

CSk ~ f2(CSk) 

2.4) Establish the facet correspondance as follows: 

f: ({Csd ~ {CDj} 

CSi ~ f(CS;) = fl (CSi) if CSi E (C' sd 
f2(CSk) if CSi E {C'sd - (C'sd 

Step 3: Make a correspondance between vertices 

First case: CSl ~ f(Csl) where CSl is a main facet. 

3.1) Arrange all vertices of the facet j of ~ D to lie in the plane 

of facet i of ~ S (see Section 4.4) 

3.2) Normalize the set of vertices {Sik}. {Djk} (see Section 

3.1). SikE PSi and DjkE POj 

3.3) Find the ND) most representative elements of the NSi 
elements of \ Sik} and make them correspond with those 
of (Djk) if NSi ~ NDj. This means: 

find a subset {S'ik}C {Sikl and a bijective function CP I 
using the method of dynamic minimization (see Section 

4.2) such that !PI : ({S'ikl -> (Djk) . 

If NSi < NDj. the opposite is true: 

!PI: ({D'jk)C{Djk)) -> (Sikl 

3.4) Find a mapping between the (NSi - NDD remaining 
elements and those of (Djk) using the CODEX approach 

(see Section 4.5). If NSi ~ NDj: CP2: ({Sikl- {S'ikl) 

->(Djk) otherwise <pz: ({Djk)-{D'jk) -> (Sikl 

3.5) Obtain a correspondance between vertices : 

Case A: NSi ~ NDj: 

CPij= ({Sikl -> (Djkl 

Sik -> !Pij(Sik) = 

Case B: NSi < NDj: 

!Pij= ({Djkl -> (Sikl 

Djk -> <j)jj(Djk) = 

CPI:(Sik) if Sik E (S'ik) 

!P2:(Sik) if Sik E (Sik)-{S'ik) 

!Pl :(Djk) if Djk E (D'jk) 

!P2:(Djk) if Djk E {Djk)-{D'jk} 

The case treated at this step must be stored for use in step 
4 . 
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Second case: f(Csl) = CDj where CSI is an extra-facet: 

3.lb) Consider {Sild the set of vertices of the i-th main facet of 

~ S , corresponding to {Djk} the set of vertices of the j
th facet of ~ D. 

1f NSi ~ NDj {more vertices in the i-th main facet of ~ S than in 
the j-th facet of ~D} 

then 
find (see Section 4.3) the neighborhoods {Sik}for {Shk}and 

then fmd CPhj(Shk)=CPij (Sik). 

1f NSi < NDj {less vertices in the i-th main facet of ~ S than in 
the j-th facet of ~ D} 

then { we cannot find CPhj (Shk) } 
Solve the problem by temporarily replacing Djk by Djk + IJ. 

(cpji (Djk) - Dj0 

IJ.E [O,l[ 

{note that this forces the j-th facet of ~ D to transform into 

the k-th main facet of ~ S} 

and find CPhj (Shk) = Djq if IIShk-Djqll= min {IIShk-Djpll} 
p=l,NDj 

Step 4 Build inbelween facets pIi of "1 
The vertices of ~ I are computed as follows: 

Bik = Sik + A. (CPij(Sik)-Sik» if the interpolation is carried out 

between the facet i of ~ S and the facet j of ~ D (case A: 
NSi ~ NDj) 

Bik = Dik + A. (CPij(Djk)-Djk) otherwise (case B: NSi < NDj). 

4. ALGORITIIM REFINEMENT 

4.1 Nonnalization 

Consider {Xi; i=l, ... ,m} and {Yj; i=l, ... ,n} two sets of 

points; they are normalized if max {IIXi-GII} = max {IIYj-GII} = 1 

and G = 1.. L Xi =.!. L YJ· m n 

Using this process, it is easy to search the corresponding 
between facets and/or vertices between two figures which have 
different positions and dimensions. Fig.2 shows an example. 

~D 

~s 
Fig.2 Correspondence between facelS 

After normalization of {X il and {Y j}, there is a better 
chance of having a correspondance between XIl and YjI. 
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4.2 Minimal dynamic distance 

Let {Xi; i=l, ... ,m} and {Yj; j=l, ... ,n} with m ~ n. The 
technique is useful for selecting the elements X'I, X'2, .. . ,X'n 
that are the most representative among m elements of {Xil and 
for making them correspond with the elements in {Yj}. 

The subset {X'i}c{Xil and the bijection g: {X'il-+ {Yj} 

defined for minimal dynamic distance are such that LIIXi

g(Xi)lIl1, Xi E {X'il is minimal (1J.=1 or 2) 
In other words, by considering 1={1, ... ,m} and J={1, ... ,n}, 

the problem to be solved consists of finding a subset K C I and 

a bijection b: K C 1-+ J in such a way as L IIXi - Yb(i)1I11 is 
minimal. 

To do this, we have to consider an arbitrary subset K and an 

application b: {l, ... ,m}-+ {O, ... ,n} satisfying the three 
following conditions: 

(i) card(K) = n 
(ii) if i E {l, ... ,m}-K then b(i)=O 

(iii) b: K-+{ l, .. . ,n} should be a bijection 

and to apply the following algorithm: 

repeat 
SWAP:=FALSE 
for i varying from 1 to m 

for j varying from 1 to n 
Let k = b-1(j) 
if b(i) = ° {Xi has no image} 
then 

D:=IIXk - Yjlll1_ IIXI - Yjlll1 
else {XI has an image} 

D:=IIXI-Y b(1) 1111+ 11 Xk-Yj lll1_IIXI_ Yjlll1-IIXk-Y b(I)1I11 
if D = ° and b(i);o!Q 
then 

DI :=min (IIXi-Yb(i)III1.IIXk-Yjlll1) 

+IIXI-Xk+ Yj-Y b(i)1I11 

D2:=min (IIXI-Yj 1111.IIXk-Y b(I)III1) 

+IIXI-Xk+ Yb(1)" Yj lll1 
D :=D1-D2 

ifD> ° 
then 

SWAP:=TRUE 
ifb(i) = ° 
then 

b(i) +- j 
b(k) +- ° 

else 
b(k) +- b(i) 
b(i) +- j 

until not SWAP 

The process is repeated until we obtain a minimal summation 

L IIXi - Yb(i)lIl1. The sets {Xil and (Yj) are finite sets. 

Therefore L IIXi - Yb(i)1I is finite and is lower bounded. This 
implies that the termination criterion will be satisfied when we 

reach the lowest summation L IIXi - Yb(i)III1; in this case, any 
other swapping between 2 correspondences cannot occur 
anymore, which is indicated by SW AP:=FALSE; 
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To emphasize the advantages of this technique. consider the 
example in Fig.3. 

Fig .3 An example 

If we search the correspondance by using a minimal distance 

criterion (Yj=f(X j) if IIXj - Yjll = min (IIXj-Ykll j) and not on 

minimal summation I IIXj - Yjll (11=1). the results are strongly 
dependent on the way the vertices are numbered in the two key 
figures . Xl which is the first numbered vertex implies that 

f(XI)=YI because IIXl - YllI = min (IIXl-Ykllj). This is 
incorrect as a logical correspondance should give: 

These are exactly the results obtained with the method of 

minimal dynamic distance. because IIXl-Y211+IIX2-Y311+IIX3-
Y411+1I~-YllI is the minimal summation of I IIXj - Yjll . 

Consider now Fig.4. 

Fig.4 Another example 

In this example. we have IIXI-YIII + IIX4-Y211 = IIXI-Y211 + 

IIX4-Y 111 which provides two different choices: 

(1) Xl~YI 

X4~Y2 
etc. 

(2) Xl ~ Y2 

X4~Yl 
etc. 

Consider (1). if Xl -> Y 1 then X4 will be translated from 
Xl Y 1 and the new position will be X4+Xl Y 1. To ensure that Xl 
and X4 converge to Y I and Y 4. the following displacement is 
required: 
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If we first consider X4 -> Y 2 and look at the new position of 
Xl. the displacement is : 

In order to have Xl and X4 converging to Y 1 and Y 4. the 
minimal dynamic distances are as: 

DJ = min {IIXI-YllI.IIX4-Y211}+IIX4+XlYl-Y211 
= min {l • 1O} + 9 = 10 

Similarly. considering (2). we obtain: 

D2 = min {IIXI-Y211 .IIX4-YllI}+ IIX4+XIY2-YIII 

=min{8.3} +5= 8 

We have D = DJ - D2 > 0 => the correspondance obtained 
by (2) is the best. 

Comments: 

- the best correspondance is the correspondance which 
guarantees D = min {DJ. D2} 

- For 11=2 in the expression I IIXj - Yjllll. we obtain a dynamic 
minimization corresponding to the least-squares method. The 

method is less satisfactory than the method with 11=1. because 

I IIXj - Yjllcan be considered as the energy required to 

move all points {Xd from vp'S to form the new figure vp'D 
with {Y I} points. However. it is much less expensive in 
terms of CPU. because there is no square root operation 

- CPU time of the algorithm is approximately equals to 

m-n2jlO; 

4.3 Technique of images by neighborhood 

Consider a mapping b: Kc {I •...• m}-t {I •...• n}, obtained as 
defined in the dynamic summation of the distances (see Section 
4.2). our goal is to find the images for the (m-n) remaining 
elements of {I •...• m}-K. 

Consider S: ({ 1 •...• m} -K) ~ {I •...• n} defined as follows: 

v SE ({I •...• m}-K); S(s) = b(p) 

if IIXs - Xpll = min {IIXs-Xkll} k;el . k E K 

P is called a neighborhood of i. 

In a more formal way. if g: {X'j} c {Xj} is a bijection with 
#{Xj}=m. #{X'j}=m. #(Yj}=n. then the application h: 

({Xj}-{X'd)~{Yj} will be in such a way as: 

for Xs E ({Xj}-{X'j}). h(Xs) = g(Xp) 

if IIXs - Xpll = min {IIXs-Xkll} bl. k E K 

4.4 Facet rotation 

Consider the example in Fig.S; it shows that facets can be 
reversed. 
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We have 

Fig.5 Facet rotation 

IISn - Vj211 = IISn - Vjlll 

IISi2 - Vj3 11 = IISi2 - Vj411 

IISi3 - Vj411 = IISi3 - Vj3 11 

IISi4 - Vjlll = IISi4 - Vj211 

which may generate various choices. 

If we choose 

Sil ~ Vjl 

Si2 ~ Vj4 

Si3 ~ Vj3 

Si4 ~ Vj2 

we obtain a reversed facet when A. ~ 1. 

It is then necessary to move all vertices of the j-th facet of 
Yjt D into the plane of the i-th facet of Yjt S. The transformation T 
providing a satisfactory orientation of both polygons is: 

T: (Vjh) ~ (plane containing the i-th facet of Yjt S) 

Vjh ~ T(Vjh) = Rot (a, Nk, COj) [Vjh] 

where Rot (a, Nk, COj) is a rotation of an angle a about Nk 
N' x N' 

relatively to the point COj and Nk= J I 
IINj x Nill 

This transformation is particularly important for the case of 
Fig.6 (see also Fig.12): 

Fig.6 Convex and non-convex objects 
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4.5 The CODEX technique 

CODEX (Comparative Distance at the Extremities) is another 
approach for processing the (m-n) remaining elements after the 
establishment of a bijection g: {X'j}C {Xj}~ (Yj) according to 
the technique of dynamic summation of the distances. The 
method involves finding a mapping h: {Xil- {X I il ~ (Y j) 
defmed in such a way that: 

V Xh e {Xil - (X'i) (or V h e I-K) 

i) when s > imin = min (ie K) < s < imax = max liE K}, 

we may always find il and h e K such that il < s < i2 
where il = max{ie K I i < h) and i2 = min{ieK I i > h) . 

g(Xil) when IIXs - Xilll ~ IIXs - Xi211 

We may then defme h(Xs) = 

ii) when s < imin = min{ie K) or s > imax = max{ie K), 

g(Ximin) when IIXs - Ximinll ~ IIXs - Ximax ll 

We may then define h(Xb) = 

g(Ximax) when IIXs - Ximax ll < IIXs - Ximinll 

To explain the advantage of the CODEX technique over the 
technique of images by neighborhood, consider the example in 
Fig.7. 

~ 

SI 

Ss 

S8 

D4 

S6 

S9 

S7 

4 j-th facet of 

"s 

i-th facet of 

"D 

Fig.7 Example to show that the algorithm is able to deal with a random 
numbering 

Using the principle of least squares, we obtain the bijective 

function f: PSi ~ PDj such that: 

Xl =SI ~ f(XI) = Y3 = DI 

X2=S2 ~ f(X2) = Y4 = D2 

XS=S7 ~ f(XS) = YI = D3 

XI0 = S6 ~ f(XIO) = Y2 = D4 

By applying the techniques of images by neighborhood, we 
obtain the correspondance shown in Fig.8. 
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SI---__________ ~ 

S2 

S3 

S4 

Ss 

S6 
-~~-.... 

S7 _~..£::_~s::~5 

S8 

S9 

Fig .8 Vertex correspondence 
implying the inbetween configuration shown in Fig.9. 

n. D4 

Fig.9 Inbetween configuration 

When A. ~ 1, we do not obtain a quadrilateral for ~ D. 

By applying the CODEX technique, we obtain the 
correspondance in Fig. 1 O. 

Ss 

S6 

S7 

S8 

S9~D4 
S10 

Fig.IO Vertex correspondence using the DICEX approach 
implying the inbetween configuration shown in Fig.l!. 
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Fig.11 Inbetween configuration using the DICEX approach 

When A. ~ 1, figure ~ S will be transfonned into ~ D 

CONCLUSION 

We have presented an algorithm for solving the problem of 
interpolation between two facet-based graphical objects. The 
algorithm is based on the criterion of minimal dynamic 
displacement. This algorithm can transfonn any facet-based 
figure into any other facet-based figure; it provides good results 
in most cases. However, if the shapes of the two objects to be 
interpolated are too different, the results may not be aesthetically 
pleasing. 

This algorithm has been implemented and introduced into the 
MIRANIM director-oriented animation system [Magnenat
Thalmann et al. 1985] and in the Multiple Track Animator 
System MUTAN [Fortin et al. 1983]. There are numerous 
applications of the method: simulation of biological evolution, 
animation, portrait-robots. 

Fig.12-16 show applications of our algorithms. 

,oo 
noo 

-.-1 
Fig.12 Case of Section 4.4 (figures are clockwise arranged) 
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Fig.13 From a sphere to a revolution surface 

ft. 
flOO 

•
-• ... .. -o'Z"··~ \ , . ',,', '. 

- . "''''''''. '''t .. <.... ". 

. . 
Fig. 14 From a dodecahedron to a sphere 

'" 
,,. 

EJ 
noo 

Fig.15 From a revolution surface to a cube 
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V \I 

-f 
noo 

m ,,. .., 

Fig. 16 a-b. Butterfly metamorphosis 
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